
Turns on its own radius with a 1000 kg load

Starke Arvid Platform Truck Midi 8

If you are looking for an all-round platform truck that knows 
how to swing then you need look no further than our Midi 8, a 
versatile truck that negotiates rough surfaces, narrow passages 
and tight corners with ease. It has a load capacity of 1000 kg 
and doubles up as a portable workbench.

The Midi 8 is ideal for transporting materials and equipment in 
and out of the building.

Product Features
The Midi 8’s versatility stems from the 4-wheel steering, that 
is to say that both wheel pairs swivel, enabling it to turn on 
its own radius. High safety level thanks to the adjustable 
parking brake, which engages when the handle is pushed up 
or released down to the dead man’s grip position. The detach-
able corner posts allow the stacking of bulky material.

• Can make its way anywhere with a load capacity of 
up to 1000 kg

• 4-wheel steering that minimises the swing radius
• Adjustable parking brake for improved safety
• Detachable corner posts that allow stacking
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Platform Truck Mini 8 gives you unrivalled versatility and navigability regardless of the material it is carrying.

Can navigate anywhere thanks to its 4-wheel steering.It can make its way just about anywhere. 

Detachable corner posts to secure 
long and palletised material

4-wheel steering for easier  
navigation past tight corners

Adjustable parking brake 
in up and down position

Technical Specifications

Product Number                  18200

SRA code     162111

Load capacity     1000 kg

Width, platform     900 mm

Length, platform     2000 mm

Length, drawbar     1350 mm

Height       510 mm

Weight     100 kg

Detailed Technical Specifications and Directions for Use are 
available at www.starkearvid.se – Phone: +46 (0)522-22 000
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